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A b str a c t
One o f the most important consequences of Yau's proof of the C alabi’s conjecture 
is the existence o f a non-trivial Ricci-flat metric on K 3 surfaces. For its explicit 
construction would be o f great interest. Since it is not available yet the qualitative 
description of this metric would also have certain significance. In Chapter 1 we 
propose an approximation of the K 3  Kahler-Einstein-Calabi-Yau m etric for Kummer 
surfaces. It is obtained by gluing 16 pieces of the Eguchi-Hanson metric and 16 
pieces of the Euclidean metric. Two estimates on its curvature are proved. Then 
we discuss the possibility of application of C.Taubes’s iteration schem e for solving 
anti-self-duality equations. T h e reason is that the curvature of the m etric in question 
is concentrated in small thin regions and it is almost anti-self-dual. It can be also 
used later to  deduce stability o f  Kummer surfaces’ tangent bundle.
In Chapter 2 we consider a  special case of compact 3-folds M  which are diffeo- 
morphic to the connected sum o f  n copies of S 3 x S 3. If n >  103, there is a complex 
structure of C\ =  0  on M , which is a uou-Kahler manifold. W e prove that there are 
no non-trivial fine bundles on M  and hence we deduce that its tangent bundle is 
stable with respect to any Gauduchon metric. By a theorem o f Li and Yau we con­
clude that there is an Hermitian-Einstein metric on M . Our basic hypothesis is that 
the Hermitian-Einstein metric and the Gauduchon metric coincide. This is similar 
to the previous situation on K 3 . Then we consider the deformations o f this metric, 
keeping the volume and the com plex structure fixed. W e seek the place of M  in the 
classification of almost Hermitian manifolds by Gray and Hervella and explore some 
sorts o f conditions which can be  imposed on M  and which can substitute the Kiihler 
one. W e also show that on Hermitian non-Kaliler manifolds with h 2'0 =  0 there are 
no non-zero anti-symmetric deformations of the complex structure.
Chapter 1
A construction of almost 
anti-self-dual metrics on Kummer 
surfaces
1.1 In tro d u ctio n
The existence of Kahler-Einstein, or more generally Hermitiau-Einstein, metrics plays 
an essential role in the study of compact complex m anifolds. This is so for Yau’s 
proof o f  the Calabi’s conjecture. The latter states that if the first Chern class Cj of a 
compact Kahler manifold M  vanishes, then there exists a Kahler metric on it, which is 
Ricci-flat [7, 8]. Calabi has proved the uniqueness of such a  metric and has suggested 
how to prove its existence [7]. In this direction one can ask the question if M  admits 
Kahler-Einstein metrics with regard to the sign of c x( M ) .  I f  C\ <  0, Yau has given a 
positive answer to the above question [64] and this has led him to some new results 
in differential and algebraic geometry [63]. The case Cj >  0  is not still completely 
investigated, but there is a serious recent progress due to  Tian [52, 53, 54], Nadel
[43], Tian and Yau [56], Aubin [1, 2]. Yau ’s theorem and further development of the 
problem for finding Kahler-Einstein metrics could be considered as a generalization 
of Riemann’s Uniformization Theorem to higher dimensions.
One of the m ost important consequences of Yau ’s proof o f the Calabi's con­
jecture is the existence o f non-trivial Ricci-flat Kahler metric on Iv3 surfaces. By 
definition, a K3 surface is a 2-dimensional compact com plex manifold whose first 
Betti number bt =  0  and whose first Chern class Cj =  0 . B y a result o f Siu [48] it
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follows that every K 3  surface is Kahler . From this fact and Yau’s proof one concludes 
that K3 surfaces admit Kühler non-trivial Ricci-flat metrics. They can be used in 
the investigation o f  the moduli space o f K 3  (see [57, 31]).
For the present K 3 are the unique simply-connected compact manifolds on 
which such metrics exist. Another compact manifold which admits an Einstein vac­
uum metric is the torus T  in C " .  In this case the unique solution of Einstein’s 
vacuum equations is the restriction to T  o f the Euclidean flat metric, but it is not so 
interesting from a  differential geometrical point of view. The explicit form of the K3  
Kähler-Einstein-Calabi-Yau metric is not known yet. The problem o f its construc­
tive description was pointed out by Yau [65] and Kirby [30]. The construction of 
this metric in explicit form or in appropriate approximation is of great interest for 
both mathematicians [26] and physicists [45]. Actually, N.Hitcliin has set in [26] the 
problem of finding of the K3 metric explicitly and proposed a method of attacking 
based on twistor theory. Later on, using also twistor ideas, Topiwala published a new 
proof of the C alabi’s conjecture for K um m er surfaces [58, 59].
In this chapter we propose an approximation of the K3 metric in the particular 
case of a K um m er surface. It is constructed as follows.
Let T =  Z 4 be a lattice in C 2, which is generated by four vectors, linearly 
independent over R . Consider the involution
a : T -----► T
defined by
a (x )  =  - x
which acts on the complex torus T  — C2/r. If we factorize the torus with respect to 
the relation of the equivalence
if and oidy if tr(x) =  y, we shall obtain a singular surface 
X  =  7 7  ~ =  T /n .
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It is easy to see that „Y has 16 singular points and near a singular point it can be 
embedded locally in C 3. In fact, near a singular point it can be identified locally with
the cone z2 =  x y  in C 3.
Then we blow up the 16 singular points and let K  be the resulting non-singular 
surface. K  is said to be a Kum mer surface. One verifies that C\(I\) =  0, and 6i =  0 
[49]. So K  is certainly of type K3.
Under the sixteen a -  processes every singular point is replaced by a copy of 
C P \  the com plex one-dimensional projective space. Inside a neighbourhood (ball) 
of every distinct projective hue in K , which has radius A —A2, where A is a sufficiently 
small number, we consider the metric o f Eguclii- Hanson qeh  ( see [9, 27, 15] ) and 
outside the neighbourhood o f radius A - the Euclidean metric gg. Let ( « ,  (i) be an 
appropriate partition of unity subordinate to the above balls. W e define
h =  otgEH +  09E-
It is a Hermitian metric, which is not Kahler one, but in large regions ( in those 
regions, where h =  Qeh  or h =  Qe  ) it is Kahler . Moreover, it is almost anti-self-dual 
because gEH and qe are anti-self-dual. T h e metric h was deduced ’’heuristically” ( if 
we use the words of N .H itcliin ,[26],p .ll5  ) by Page [46]. The purpose of the present 
chapter is to give a mathematically precise description of this metric, in particular 
to obtain estim ates on its curvature (sections 1.2 - 1 .4), and to discuss the possibility 
to be used for the proof of such geometrical properties as stability of the Kummer 
surface’s tangent bundle. A  part of the content covers the paper [5].
1.2 T h e  curvature o f  h
W e are going to introduce some notations and give the exact definition of the metric 
h which is the main object in this chapter.
Let A  be the connection m atrix of some connection on K . Then there is a 
well-defined operator
V /4 : r ( A ' ’ ) —  H A 'O A 1)
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which is called covariant derivative. As usual Ap denotes the space of exterior p-forms 
on K . Using the projection
jt : r ( A ' 0 A*) — ► r ( A ^ ‘ )
one can define another operator
D A =  i r o V A
which acts on the p-forms as follows
D A<p =  dp +  A  f\ p  +  ( —1)P+V  A A.
Very often, instead o f ’’ connection D A"  ( o r  V 4 ) we shall speak about the ’’ connection
A".
Now let p  be a p-form  on  K  (0  <  p  <  4). In some local coordinates x 1, x2, x3, x4 
it is expressed as
be an Hermitian metric on K . R e(h) is the corresponding Riemauuian metric which 
we shall denote again by h with no confusion. Both h and the Euclidean metric 
determine Hodge operators */, and *. In local coordinates ( see [14] ) :
where h =  det(/ttJ) and f  is the fully antisymmetrical tensor. If F  is a  matrix with 
elements the p-forms <p'j, then
ip =  pix...ipd x "  A ... A dx'p.
Everywhere below we shall use Einstein’s summation convention as above. Let h
,Pi,...ipdxj' A ... A <fxJ,-p
and
dxJp*' A ... A dxu
in particular
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The L , norms o f F  are defined by
IIFIIl.  =  (JK \ F \ fs /h d -r ) 'l ‘ .
Let {p j} j = l , . . . , 1 6 ,  lie the set of the singular points of the surface X :  
Pj e  {(0,0,0,0); (0,0 ,0,1/2); .. . ; ( l /2 ,1 /2 ,1 /2 ,1 /2)}. 
Let B {  be the ball o f radius A and centre at pj. W e choose
This condition provides
D ‘„  n =  0
if j  ^  a. Define the function atj on X  by
„  , t )  =  J 1 B \ - »
' ( l  \ 0  H r ? B i
and 0 <  Qj <  1. Set
« ( * )  =
and &(x) =  1 — a(ar), i.e. a  +  /? =  1. Then
a (x )
i 1 if x  6  B jX )7 for some j  =  
” \ 0  if x  £  B x for every a.
After making 1G <7-processes, we shall denote again by B 3X the image of the ball B x 
with no confusion. In the ball =  B 3X_ X,  the metric of Eguchi-Hanson has the
form
9£H ~  ( i  +  ij. i1)1 +  y r + T i )d
<■ (1 +  l^i l3)^i-a I < 
h 2 , / H - r f .....d2' K d l ‘
c >  0  is an arbitrary constant ([9]). In order to prove a technical lem m a (see Section
See [9]. O n the other hand our Kummer surface K  defines the sam e bundle, that is 
9eh is the metric near every singular point p  we need. Then the metric h is defined 
by
h =  a (x)gEH +  0(*)gE ,
where gE is the Euclidean metric. Let (<p, U ) be a local coordinate chart such that
p  e  U, p  : U -----♦ R 4, <p(p) =  0.
Introduce real normal (for h) coordinates x 1, z 2,x 3, x4. Thus
h**(p) =  S'1, dh'3(p) =  0; <p(q) =  x ,q  e U ,  |h'1 -  6,J| <  \<p\2p(p) <  |x|2p(p).
for all q €  U . \x\2 is th«‘ Euchdean norm of x  6  R 4 and p(p) is a  constant which does 
not depend on A. Hence
W e shall work always in a neighbourhood o f a blown up singular point p  =  p} , i.e. it 
is sufficient to prove the estimates on the curvature of h only in the ball B\ o f radius 
A, because outside this ball li =  gE and here we have nothing to prove. W e make the 
change o f variables
1.3) we choose c =  4. gEE is a Kahler metric on the bundle L  — » C P 1 , where L  is 
biliolomorphically equivalent to the cone
{ ( x , y , z ) e C 3 : z 2 =  x y ) .
hij =  Sij +  Q( A2). ( 1.1)
x l +  z2 =  x3 +
The metric li =  otgEE +  f)gE can be expressed in the form
C
where
A  — rt(
1 + 4 1  4 (j ' :  +  +  e * )
( i  +  e ’  + e ’ );, i - )2 + / I  +  41 ) + H,
b  =  J1 + ? +**?+ y ,
1  + 4 (
( l - t - *1,-t-ii‘ )(:r1.r:14-«,»<) 
s/\ 4 -4  i
( 1 4 - * " + * " ’ ) ( * V - * V )  
1 ------------------ V T + T t ------------------
t =  (1 +  * "  4- +  r ' ’ ).
If we look at the proof of L e m m a  1 .1  carefully, we ran get immediately (1 .1) and 
( 1 .2 ), that is, our coordinates are actually normal.
Let V ,40 denote the Levi-Civita connection corresponding to  /*, which is deter­
mined by the Cliristoffel symbols
9hjm _  dh}k
0 x k d x " ' , / '
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1.3 T he m ain technical lem m a
W e are going to prove L e m m a  1 .1 . It is well known that
l,,.. o‘h.k o‘h,k m * a2h,,
jkl 2 * dxidxj dxid x, dxjdxic Oxkd x ,
0 h „
dxk
dhak dh,,j ' dhjA _  dhji 
dx, n  dx, d x , dx„ ’
.Oh,, | d h „ Oju, d h ^  d h j * _  dhk
K d x . dx, d x , n  dxk d x , dxp n
W e see that it is sufficient to obtain upper estimates on the quantities
I*U|- O ' '¿w1
Everywhere below we assume that x  G B \, that is,
1. First we shall estimate |/tu'|.
(1.3)
Similarly we obtain
\C\ <  2, \B\ <  5 , \A\ <  22. ( 1 4 )
W e also have
A B - C 2 -  D ‘  =  a 2 +  fl‘
Therefore
A B  -  C 2 -  D ‘  >  a 2 +  ß 2 =  2n2 -  2<r +  1 >  1 /4 .  (1 .6)
From (1.2). (1 .3), (1.4) ami (1 .0). it follows Ural
|h'Jl <  C
«
for some constant C  >  0,independent of A 
2. We estimate the second derivatives as follows.
where
it =  +  * ?  +  *a )(*2*3 -  )]
C/*it
and
Then
| ip i <  2A*|^-| +2n(|«|(l +  4A) +  M).
It is easy to verify that |u| <  1 and |t'| <  1. Hence
In order to estimate the first and the second derivative of a  we need the following 
L e m m a  1 .2 . ([29]) The C °°  function  «  can be chosen such that there is a 
positive constant L , independent o f  A, for  which the estimates
hold.
Then
Similarly we get that 
Further
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P r o p o sitio n  1 .1 . There exists a constant c >  0  such that for all p >  1 and 
A <  -¡L the following estimates hold
l i d l i ,  < « * * • ’ (i.7)
HP+FaJ i ,  < a i - ‘ . ( 1 .8)
Her«* P+ =  (1 +  * h )/2  ami c is independent of A.
P r o o f. T h e £ p-norm  o f F a0 is given by
I|F||l. =  {ji. (1.9)
First we have
Then from L e m m a  1 .1  and its proof we get that
|FaJ l <  ‘ 'A -1, (1.10)
where the constant k is independent o f A. W e also need to estimate y/h. From (1.5) 
we obtain that
y/h  =  (A B  -  C 2 -  D 2) < 8  (1 .11)
in the hall B\. T h e exterior of the sixteen halls B\ does not give any contribution to 
the Lp-norm o f the curvature since there h =  «/&, that is, h is flat. Then (1 .9 ), (1.10) 
and ( 1 .1 1 ) imply
IIFa.Hl.  <  I  < ? * ) ' / '  <  c A i - " .
In order to  obtain the second estimate we note that in the 16 halls B X_ XJ the 
metric h coincides with the metric of Eguclii-Hanson. But the latter one is an anti- 
self-dual metric. Therefore P+ F a0 =  0  in B x_ x2 for any j =  1 , 1 C .  It also vanishes 
outside the halls B x, since in this region h coincides with the Euclidean flat metric 
as w«‘ have just mention«1«!. Hence the intt'gratiou in the Lp-uorm  o f P +F a0 reduces 
to tli«1 overlapping ar«‘a which consists o f the sixt«1« !  rings B x \ B x_ x, .  Thus we get
||P+F*|Up <  c<mst.\-2{ J *  r3dr} 't* <  const.A "2(A4 -  (A -  A2)4),/p <  cA*-2.
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W e note that (1 .8) gives a little bit better estimate than (1.7). From (1 .7) for 
p  =  2  we see that tin* I 2-norm o f the curvature of A0 is bounded by a constant, which 
does not depend on A. For p =  2 the estimate (1.8) gives
l|C+F * ,lk . <  cVX.
Hence, we can make the ¿ 2-norm  of the self-dual part o f  the curvature sufficiently 
small choosing A to be sufficiently small. For this reason we would like to propose a
D e fin itio n . A connection A , such that the L^-norm  o f the self-dual part o f  the 
curvature of A  is hounded from above by a sufficiently small number, is called almost 
anti-self-dual connection.
Therefore, according to this definition, the connection Ao, determined by h, 
is an almost anti-self-dual connection. Moreover, in large regions of the Kurnmer 
surface K  it is in fact anti-self-dual.
Before concluding this section, we would like now to discuss the possibility of 
application of C .Taubes’s iteration scheme [50, 51, 37] for solving anti-self-duality 
equations. The essential point o f  the method is the following.
O ne is looking for an anti-self-dual connection in the form
A  =  Ao +  a, (1 .12)
whose curvature satisfies the anti-self-duality equations
P+F a =  0. (1 .13)
The connection Ay  is fixed and a is an unknown tensor. From (1.12) and (1.13) it
follows that
V A. V Aau +  V Aau tV M <, =  - P AF Ao. (1 .14)
win* re a =  V \n u and notations are the same as in [50].
C.Taubes has solved the equations (1.14) by an iterative scheme [50]. The  
parameters of this procedure are in the terms of ||F40||/,p , \\P+Fa0\\lp and /t( A 0) - 
the first non-zero eigenvalue of the operator T>a0P Ao-
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In order to have a convergent power series, which represents the solution of 
(1 .14 ), the iteration parameters must satisfy some relations. This is so for an ’’ ap­
propriate” connection A q, a priori constructed and depending on a sufficiently small 
parameter A. W e would also like to emphasize the important role of topology of 
the manifold M  on which one solves the anti-self-duality ecjuations (1 .14). In the 
first version of Taubes’s m ethod [50] M  has positive-definite intersection form, while 
in the improved variant by Donaldson ([13]), the so-called alternating m ethod, the 
intersection matrix may have at most (up to orientation) two minus signs. The K3  
is not of this type since b% =  3. Nevertheless, we have hoped that the Levi-Civita 
connection of the metric h, introduced in the section 1 .2 , could be used to produce 
the ’’ appropriate” initial connection At, in the second version of Taubes’s scheme [51], 
which covers also the case b% =  3. The reason for this is the fact that its curvature 
is concentrated in small thin regions o f the Kum mer surface. Moreover, it is almost 
anti-self-dual.
The P ro p o sitio n  1 .1  provides two estimates on the curvature of A (, and its 
self-dual part which are similar to those in [50]. However, one needs an estimate 
slightly better than (1 .8) to apply Taubes’s m ethod, which for the present we have 
not achieved.
1.5 O n the stab ility  o f  the tangen t bundles 
o f  K u m m er surfaces
W e shall prove stability of the tangent bundle of the Kum mer surface K , supposing 
that there is an anti-self-dual connection A  =  Ao +  a , that is,
*h FA =  - F A. (1 .15)
Here A 0 is the Levi-Civita connection of h and A  could be obtained by Taubes’s 
m ethod (see the previous section). Choose a basis d xx,d x 2,d x :i,d x4 o f T* which is 
orthonormal at a given point with respect to the metric /». Denote
fx~ =  dx\ A d x i+ d x j  A dx  4,
13
U t . f t . f Z )  forms i
=  dx\ A d xz+d x4 A dx2, 
f£- =  dxi A dx4+ d x 2 A dx  3.
1 basis of A* - the space of self-dual 2 forms and ( f \ ,  f 2 , fz  ) is
a basis o f A I -the space o f anti-self-dual 2 forms ([14]). Since F A is anti-self-dual
((1.16)), we have
Fa =  m i ;  +  . v / ;  +  n ;
for some functions M , N , P . Introduce a complex basis dzt , dz2 o f T ml,0( K )  =  T m(K )  
(and therefore dz\, dz2 is a basis o f T*0,I(A ')) by
dz\ =  dx\ +  idx2, 
dz2 =  dx 3 +  idx4.
Then we get that
f\ =  ^(dziAdzi -  dz2Adz2), 
f 2 =  ^(dz\Adz2 -  dz2A dzx) 
fz  =  ^(dziAdzz +  dz2Adzi)
and
*(dz\ Adz\) =  dz2Adz2, 
*(dz2Adz2) =  dz\ Adz\, 
*(dz\ Adz2) =  —dz\ Adz2, 
*(dz2Adz\) =  —dz2Adz\.
Hence
F a =  '-^-dziAdzt -  * ^ -d z 2Adz2 +  ...
and
* F a =  ' - j - d z ^ d s ,  -  ‘- ^ f d : , *  ds, +  ... (1.16)
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Let uj be tin* fundamental form of h. In our basis it «‘an be expressed as
o> =  A d i, +  dz2Adz2).
Define the operator L  by
L ( t j)  =  ujA i j
and let A be its L 2 adjoint. Then
A =  L . =  w * L *
(see [62]). W e want to compute A F a - From (1 .17) we obtain
L  * F A =  -(d ziA d zi +  dz2Adz2)A( )(dz2Adz2 — dzxAdz\)
M
=  — — (dz\ Adz\ Adz2Adz2 — dz2Adz2Adzx Adzx) =  0.
Therefore A  F a =  0  and in this way we have proved the following
P r o p o s it io n  1 .2 . The cotangent bundle T * o f the Kum m er surface K  admits 
an Hermitian-Einstein connection.
R e m a r k . The definition of H«*rmitian-Einstein connection, degr«*e of a sheaf, 
stability property, etc. can be found in Chapter 2.
Now the proof of stability of the cotangent (or tangent) bundle is straightfor­
ward. Indeed, by a conformal change
ht =  f h ,
where /  >  0 , we can get a new Hermitian metric h i, whose fundamental form u>i is
dB- closed:
0Bujx =  o.
S«*e [21].This enables us to «lefin«* the degree o f the (liolomorphic) cotangent bundle 
T m o f K . Under «'onformal changes the Hodge «-operator is invariant and therefore 
the connection A  is anti-self-dual with respect to  the metric h x. Since the canonical 
class of our Kumuicr surface is trivial, the degree must vanish. On the other hand.
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according to P r o p o sit io n  2 .2 ,  there is a Hermitian-Einstein connection on K  and 
from d eg(T ’ ) =  0  one can obtain in the same way as in page 34 that its Einstein 
factor is 0. The latter is compatible with A F A =  0. Now if we repeat the arguments 
of Liibke [41], we deduce that T* is semi-stable. But it is indecomposable since we 
are on  K 3. Therefore it is stable.
In conclusion we would like to  note that if P ic (K 3 )  =  0, that is, if there are no 
non-trivial hue bundles on the considered K 3 surface, then one can get the stability 
easily - exactly in the same way as in the section 2.4 o f  Chapter 2.
16
Chapter 2
On the complex structures of
# n S 3  x  S 3
2.1 In trodu ction
Many aspects o f the classification theory o f complex three-dimensional manifolds 
have been clarified mainly due to the celebrated Mori programme. In this direction 
and especially for the search of a natural generalization of the K3 surfaces to higher 
dimensions the compact three-folds with trivial canonical bundle occupy an important 
position within the general scheme. Am ong the examples o f such manifolds there is 
one class of particular interest. They are compact 3-folds M  with tin* following Hodge 
numbers:
and whose canonical class K m  — 0([47, 18]). Miles Reid has called manifolds of this 
type ’’ raksliasa" [47].
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The first question which could be raised is whether such M  exist. Using a 
certain algebraic-geometrical procedure and C .T .C .W a ll’s classification of 6-manifolds 
[61] one can construct a complex structure J  of the above type on the connected sum 
o f u copies o f S 3 x S 3. Since this is an important and quite intrigueing point, we 
shall give a brief description of the construction of J. The details and references can 
be found in [17, 18, 47].
One starts with a smooth quintic three-fold N  in C P 4 which contains infinitely 
many (-1 ,-1) smooth rational pairwise disjoint curves C ,, one o f which is a fine. Recall 
that a (-1 ,-1 ) curve C  in N  is a curve, isomorphic to C P 1, such that the normal bundle 
o f C  in N  splits into 0 (  — 1) (J) 0 (  — 1). The existence of such quintic threefolds N  is 
due to Clemens ([10]). In [18], p. 29, Friedman describes a modification of Clemens’ 
construction which provides a simply connected N  such that [C,] span H 2(N ,S l2) 
and there is a relation A,[C,] =  0 in H 2( N , SI2), where A, ^  0 for every i. W e shall 
omit this construction pointing out only that a K 3 surface is involved in it.
Then we take k >  2 such curves C, o f degrees d,, one of which we choose to be 
a line. Since the C, are ( -1 , -1 ) disjoint curves, they can be contracted to k ordinary 
double points P,. In this way a three-fold N  is obtained. Here by contraction we 
mean an isomorphism N \ C i  —» N \ P i  between complex analytic varieties. By [17] N  
has small deformations M  in which the singularities disappear and if H l( N , 0 )  =  0, 
then all smoothings M  have trivial canonical bundle. From Lem m a 8.1, [18], p. 
25, 7Ti(iV) =  7Ti (M )  and hence M  is simply connected. Moreover, since by the 
construction o f N  the curves C, satisfy the above mentioned relation in H 2(N , U2), 
the Corollary 8.8, p. 28 in Friedman’s report [18] implies that H 2( M , Z )  =  Z /d Z ,  
where d  is tin* greatest common divisor of the d,. But d  =  1 because one of the 
contracted curves is a line. Thus H 2( M ,Z )  =  0.
The Betti numbers o f M  and N  are related by
M M )  -  b2( N )  -  a
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and
M M )  =  bs(N ) +  2k -  2»,
where k — a is the rank of the kernel o f ® Z [C i]  —* H 2( N ,Z )  (see [18] or [47]). As 
we saw b2(M )  =  0. From the last formula and from the special construction of 
the "generic” quintic manifold TV, the third Betti number o f M  is in fact b:t(M )  =  
2(k +  101). It can also he seen that H 3( M ,Z )  is torsion-free.
Summarizing, this complicated algebraic-geometrical procedure provides a com­
pact simply connected 6-manifold M  with H 2( M , Z )  — 0, H 3( M , Z )  - torsion-free and 
which possesses a complex structure .7 with trivial canonical class.
O n the other hand, according to the classification of C .T .C .W a ll [61] any com­
pact oriented 6-m anifold which is simply connected and whose second Stiefel-Whitney 
class w2 =  0, is classified up to diffeomorphism by the third Betti number b3, H 2(Z ), 
first Pontrjagin class p t and a trilinear map H 2(Z )  x  H 2( Z )  x  H 2( Z )  —* Z  given 
by cup product. Restricting to the case H 2(Z )  — 0, this implies that any simply 
connected manifold with H 2(Z )  =  0  and H3( Z )  - a torsion-free Z  module of rank 
2n is diffeomorphic to  a connected sum of n copies o f  S 3 x  S 3 ([61]). Hence, since 
w2( M )  =  p\(M ) — 0 , M  is diffeomorphic to  # „ S 3 x  S 3 , where n =  101 +  k >  103 
and there is a com plex structure J  on A i, such that its first Chern class ct(J )  =  0. 
Moreover, there is also a special case of the W all’s result [61], which states that a 
compact simply connected 6-manifold with H ’ (Z )  - torsion-free and w 2 =  0  has an 
almost complex structure if and only if w3 =  0. In the latter case there is a unique up 
to liomotopy almost complex structure with ci =  0. Therefore, as an almost complex 
structure, J is unique up to homotopy.
R.Friedman [18] asks the question what is the minimal n such that there exists 
a complex structure with trivial canonical bundle on the connected sum of n copies 
of S 3 x  S 3. As we saw, it is at most 103. Probably another concrete example of a 
three-fold with trivial canonical class will reduce this number. Note that the Calabi- 
Eckmanu complex structure on S 3 x S 3 does not have vanishing first Chern class.
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There is also a lot o f interesting questions in this direction. See [18]. However we 
shall stop the discussion at this point, since it is outside the framework of the thesis.
Our purpose in this chapter is to derive more information about M  and the 
differential-geometrical structure of its moduli space. Especially we would like to 
enlighten the deformation theory for M  which for the present does not seem to be 
satisfactory.
At this stage, we have at our disposal only the Hodge diamond of M , a complex 
structure .7 with c\(J) =  0  and the compactness. Here are some direct consequences 
of these facts.
If we look at the Hodge diamond, we can see at first sight that A / is not a 
Kahler manifold. Indeed, the inequalities
0 <  br <  Y ,
p+q=r
which hold for any compact Hermitian manifold [19] imply that b2 =  0. Note that in 
th«' Kahler case the second inequality is actually an «'quality which follows from the 
Hodge decomposition of Kahler manifolds.
Another natural qw'stion concerns tli«' relationship between h2 ' an<l n - the 
number of copies of S 3 x S 3 in the connected sum. For any compact complex manifold 
the Eul«*r characteristic can be calculated by
dimM dimM/2
* < « ) =  d  ( - i
r=0 p,q—0
where br is tin* r-th B«‘tti number and h,,,q is the respective Hodge number. The 
second «‘quality is w«'ll-known for Kiihh'r manifolds for tli«' same reason w«' pointed 
out above - the particular Hodg«* decomposition of such manifolds. In the general 
H<*rmitian case this formula can be obtained by considering the Frolicher sp«'ctral 
s«'<pien<'<*s [19] which r«*lat«' th«' cohomology groups of Dolbeault as invariants of the 
complex structure and tin* «'«»homology groups of D«> Rliam as topological invariants. 
It «'an also be obtain«'«! by tin- Atiyah-Sing«*r in«l«*x theorem. For M  it giv«*s
X =
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See the Hodge diamond. On the other hand, under taking a connected sum o f two 
even-dimensional manifolds AT, and N 2, the Euler characteristic behaves as follows:
X {N * # N 3) =  X(N i)  +  x (N 2) -  2 .
See [3]. Thus
x ( # , .S 3 x  S 3) =  x ( # , . - i S 3 x  5 3) -  2 =  ... =  - 2 ( n  -  1),
since
x (S 3 x  S 3) =  x (5 3)x (S3) =  0.
Therefore
Further we note that
h2t m u - l .
where 0  is the sheaf of germs of the liolomorpliic vector fields over M , itp - the sheaf 
of the liolomorphic p-forms, and we have used the triviality of the canonical bundle 
which implies 0  =  Q 2. Moreover,
H ‘ (A/,e) =  =  0.
The spaces H '(Q )  and / f a( 0 )  play an important role in the theory of deformations 
of complex structures advanced by Ivodaira and Spencer [34, 35]. A subsequent 
theorem of Kodaira, Nireuberg and Spencer [33] states that if a manifold has a 
complex structure J such that H 2( 0 )  =  0 , then for any infinitesimal deformation 
I o f J there exists an actual deformation o f J which infinitesimally coincides with 
I. Therefore the space i f 2( 0 )  m ay be called obstruction space for the existence of 
infinitesimal deformations of the complex structure. As we saw above, it vanishes 
for M ,  so we can apply directly the Kodaira-Nirenberg-Spencer theorem [33], from  
which we conclude that the local moduli space o f M  is sm ooth, that is, the first order 
deformations are unobstructed.
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It is worthwhile to note that the K3 surfaces provided one of the earliest ex­
amples which illustrate the Kodaira-Spencer theory. Their moduli space is smooth 
of (real) dimension 40. As we pointed out in the first chapter the K 3 surfaces admit 
a non-trivial Kahler-Eiustein-Calabi-Yau metric. The Calabi-Yau manifolds are an­
other recent example for the theory o f deformations of complex structures. G .Tian  
[55] proved that the local moduli space of a Calabi-Yau manifold is smooth o f di­
mension dim I f 1 ( 0 )  =  dim H 1 ( ÍÍ*'1-1). Since for such manifolds 0  =  flm _l, the 
obstruction space H 2( 9 )  is ). The latter one need not be zero for Kabler
manifolds. Indeed, for Kahler three-folds H 2(Sl2) is never zero in the contrast to our 
situation on # „ 5 3 X S 3.
Trying to trace some analogy between M  and a K3 surface we could say that 
both possess a nice moduli space (for M  at least locally). However, as is seen from 
Tian's proof or from the work o f A.Todorov [57], the Calabi-Yau metric provides an 
important tool for the investigation o f the moduli space. Moreover, on K 3 fixing 
a complex structure and a cohomology class, namely the class o f the Kahler form, 
determines uniquely the Calabi-Yau metric. Hence, the moduli space of Kahler- 
Einstein metrics on K 3 is o f dimension 57 ([4, 36]).
Now it is an open problem to have a Calabi-Yau substitute for non-Kahler 
manifolds. On the other hand there is the notion of stability which could suggest one 
such candidate. Indeed, Ulilenbeck and Yau [60] proved the existence of Hermitian- 
Einstein metrics in stable bundles over compact Kahler manifolds. The theorem of 
Uhlenbeck and Yau [60] was generalized by Li and Yau [38] for non-Kahler manifolds. 
The Kahler condition is replaced by the Gauduclion condition (for the definitions see 
section 2 .3) which holds for a large class of Hermitian metrics. Therefore our first 
aim will be to prove the stability of the tangent bundle of M .
In section 2.4 we prove that there are no non-trivial fine bundles on M . This 
enables us to deduce that its holomorphic tangent bundle is stable with respect to 
any Gauduclion metric. This is one of the m ain results in this chapter. Then we 
are in position to apply the theorem of Li and Yau [38], from which we conclude
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that there is an Hermitian-Einstein metric on the connected sum # „ S '3 x  S'3. As far 
as is known to the author, the only (but very important) application of the Li-Yau 
theorem can be found in [39], where Yau et al. give a short proof o f a fam ous theorem 
of Bogomolov.
Our basic hypothesis is that the Hermitian-Einstein metric and the Gauduclion 
metric coincide. Then, fixing the complex structure and the volume, we consider the 
deformations of the Hermitian-Einstein-Calabi-Yau-Li-Gauduclion metric. However, 
for this purpose we need to impose an additional condition which can be a  substitute 
of the Kaliler condition. W e begin a search for different types of metrics which being 
Hermitian-Einstein admit no (essential) Hermitian deformations, that is, which are 
rigid for such manifolds. It is natural to suppose in the first place that such conditions 
are to be found in the terms of the torsion. W e also seek the place o f M  in the Gray- 
Hervf ilia classification [25] of almost Hermitian manifolds. Further we make some 
notes on the deformations of both the metric and the complex structure. Especially 
we show that on any Hermitian uon-Kahler manifold with H 2( 0 )  — 0  there are no 
non-zero anti-symmetric deformations o f the complex structure. In section 2.2 we 
collect some elements o f the Hermitian non-Kahlerian geometry, some o f which seem 
to  be little known within the mathematical community. For completeness of the 
exposition, in section 2 .3  we also recall the definition of stability, Hermitian-Einstein 
metrics, Gauduchon’s condition, Li-Yau’s theorem.
2.2 E lem ents o f  H erm itian  non-K ah lerian  
geom etry
Let M  be a compact complex manifold o f complex dimension rn >  2 , T  - its tangent
bundle and let ./  : T ----- ► T  be the almost complex structure induced by the complex
structure in the standard way [62]. A  Riemannian metric g  is called Hermitiau if at 
each point x  €  M
g ( X ,Y )  =  g ( J X ,J Y )
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for all X , Y  £  Tx. The fundamental or Kahler form F  o f g is given by
F ( X , Y )  =  - g ( X , J Y ) .
A  differential operator D  : T (T )  — ► T (T * ®  T )  which satisfies 
D x ( f Y )  =  X f . Y  + f D x Y
for every X , Y  €  T (T ) and all /  €  is said to be a connection. It can be
extended to higher tensor powers of the tangent and cotangent bundles in a natural
way.
There are two tensors associated to D . The torsion T  o f  D  is a section in
A27 *  <8> T ,
T ( X ,Y )  =  D X Y  -  D y X  ~ [ X , Y ]  (2 .1)
for X , Y  £  T (T ) . The curvature R  of D  is defined by
R ( X ,Y ) Z  =  [D y , D x ]Z  -  D[y,x ]Z
for all smooth vector fields X , Y , Z .  W ith  this sign convention the sphere S 2 lias 
Rl 212 >  0.
All tensors can be extended to the complexification of T :
T  ®  C  =  V  e  T "
and to the tensor powers of T  and T * . The tangent bundle T  and the holomorpliic 
tangent bundle T ' are identified. Since the related material is well-known (see e.g. 
[62]) we shall not present the details her«'.
A connection is said to
a) preserve the metric </, or to be a metric connection, or to be compatible with 
«/, if D(/  =  0, that is,
(D g )(X ,  V, Z )  =  X g (Y , Z )  -  g (D x Y , Z )  -  g (Y , D x Z )  =  0;
b) preserve the complex structure J  or to be compatible with J  if D J  =  0, that
is,
D x (J Y )  =  J D XY.
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There are two connections canonically associated to a given Hermitian metric 
g. According to A.Lichnerowicz [40], the first canonical connection V  of g is uniquely
determined by the following defining properties:
Vfl =  0
V .7 =  0 ( 2.2 )
T v =  0,
where T v  denotes the torsion of V .
The Cheru connection D  is the unique metric connection which preserves the 
complex structure and whose torsion T  is a vector valued (2 ,0) form, that is,
D g =  0
D  is also called the (standard) Hermitiau connection, or in the terminology of 
A.Liclmerovicz "second canonical Hermitian connection” ([40]). For the Cliern con­
nection, in any local liolomorphic frame, tin* corresponding connection forms are 
of type (1 ,0 ) with values in E n d (T ). In local com plex coordinates adapted to  the 
complex structure, D  has the well-known components:
A metric is Kaliler if and only if its Levi-Civita and Cliern connections coincide. 
From now on D  will denote the Cliern connection o f a Hermitian metric g.
D J  =  0 (2.3)
T ( J X ,Y )  =  J T ( X , Y ) .
r
Set
A ( X ,Y )  =  D x Y  -  V X K, (2.4)
or in a local frame of T
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where f A  are the components of the Levi-Civita connection V . The latin indices 
vary from 1 to 2m , while the greek from 1 to m . In any local frame ej o f T  the 
components o f the Levi-Civita connection are given by
If Cj =  d /d x
r , ‘  =  ^ 9 k'"(e.g*m  +  fjS.™ -  r~9i,)-
J, this is the well-known formula for the Christoffel symbols. However,
we need to calculate them in a local complex fram e adapted to the complex structure. 
If we take to be such a frame, then we shall have
r .,\ ( =  ^ g ^ {0o 9 a »  +  ¿W oii) =  +  T /A ,)-
Further
r  „*» =  ^9“ s(0™»„a -  aM )
=  ¿ 9 * 9 . i T . \  =  \ tJ
and
=  f  A  =  0.
Now it is easy to obtain that the components o f  A  with respect to a local complex 
frame adapted to  the complex structure are expressed by
Indeed,
A «*» =  -T a  % ,  A ft*» — An*,,
A J i  =  V .  =  ••»A,:, =  A , \  =  i r V ,  (2 .5) 
An*» =  A .* »  =  0.
A „Aa =  r „ * „  -  f „ \
=  r . * f l - i ( r n * a +  r A . )  =  i r „ V  
An*» =  - f „ ‘ » =  \ T X^ ,
2G
etc. See also Gauduchon’s paper [22] or liis thesis [23]. The third condition in (2.3) 
is equivalent to D " =  d  ([32]). Thus the curvature R  o f D  is given by
n » JL _  mJL d \ 9
"  IfiQgfi R'dxx ' dz“ ’ dza ' 
Taking the trace in (2.1) gives a form
t (Y )  =  tr a c e {X  — * T ( X ,Y ) ) .
t  is called the to rs io n  1 -fo r m . By (2 .1 )
The (1 ,0) form ft determined by
0a =  T\xa,
in a complex frame is called the to r s io n  ( 1 ,0 )  fo r m . The forms r and 0 are related
by
t  = 0  +  0 . (2 .6 )
Denote also 0 °  =
D efin itio n  1 . M  if said to be balanced if and only i f 0  =  O.
D efin itio n  2 . M  is said to be semi-Káhlerian if and only if r =  0.
Definition 1 lias been used by Miclielson in [42] while Gauduelion has exploited 
Definition 2 [20, 22]. From (2 .6) we see that M  is balanced if and only if it is 
semi-Kablerian. It is easy to prove([42]) that M  is balanced if and only if
p ( F m -l)  =  0 ,
where P  is any o f the operators Under a conformal change g' =  eug, the
corresponding torsion forms are related by
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& =  6 — (m  — 1 )du,
t ' =  t  — (m  — l)rfu. (2 .7)
(2 .7) tells us that if
dr = 0,
then the class of r in H '( M ,  R )  is a conformal invariant.
Now take a trace in the curvature tensor. In contrast to the Kaliler case we 
have three different Ricci tensors.
The second Ricci form r can be obtained in the following way. Fix tangent 
vectors Z ,V .  Define R (Z , V )  by
(7?(Z , V ) ) ( X ,  Y ) =  g ( R ( X ,Y ) Z , J V ).
Hen re for -V =  g fr .K  =  =  & , V  =
(Ra*,)\fi =  —igiiyRo^Xfi-
The curvature operator R  is by definition
R ( 4 ) ( Z ,V )  =  (R(Z,V),<i>)g.
( ,) g is the inner product of forms of one and the same type, in which we omit det(g). 
In the case when 4> is equal to the fundamental form F  of g  we have
=  g Xtg ' ii(-')R a *)*'g> '* =  g ^ R * »
— RayX — ray r
that is, r =  R (F ).  The form  p =  R T( F )-the transpose curvature operator, has 
components
P\fi =  R a a \fi-
It is called the first Ricci form  and ^ p  represents the first Cliern class of M . In fact, 
PX* =  O ^ d z “  1<>g<let(g)- (2 -8 )
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The common trace
«  =  trgr =  trgp
is the first scalar curvature of </, and
v =  trgs
is the second scalar curvature, where a is the third Ricci form determined b y  
»Xfi =  R\aafi-
Tin* first Bianchi identity
S { R ( X , Y ) Z } =  S { T ( T ( X , Y ) , Z ) -  (D X T )(Y , Z ) } ,
where S  means symmetrization of X ,  Y , Z  reads
Hence, by contraction
u - v  =  - D x6 x. (2 .9)
W e conclude this survey o f th<‘ Hermitian non-Kiihlerian geometry by n oting that 
one can consider the (2 ,1 ) torsion T  with components
Ta*tH =  gXyTaXff
for which
O F  =  i T /2 .  (2 .10)
2.3 Gauduchon metrics, stability and Li-Yau’s 
theorem
To study an Hermitian manifold M  it is always useful to pick a metric w ith  some 
special properties. Such metrics could be Kaliler , balanced, Einstein,etc.. However, 
to admit a special metric the Hermitian manifold M  must satisfy some conditions, 
generally of a topological nature. First o f all, one seeks a metric within a  given
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conformal class. For instance, to obtain a balanced metric , i.e. ¿)(i7’”,~ I) =  0 , in this 
way, in general is impossible. In m any cases such metrics simply do not exist. W hat 
one can always achieve is due to the following result of Gauduclion [21, 20]:
T h e o r e m . Given any Hermitian metric on a compact complex manifold of 
dimension at least 2, there is a conformal metric unique up to hom othety, such that 
its fundamental form  satisfies
d d (F m~ ')  =  0. (2.11)
(2 .11) is also equivalent to 86 =  0 [20]. W e shall call Gauduchon m etric a metric 
for which the condition (2.11) holds. In his own terminology such metrics are said to 
be standard or of null eccentricity. In fact, there are many of th em  - one within each 
conformal class.
N.Hitcliin observed in [28] that the Gauduchon metrics enable us to extend the 
notion of stability to liolomorphic bundles on an arbitrary Hermitian manifold M .  
Namely, if L  is a liolomorphic hue bundle on M , its degree with respect to a given 
Gauduchon metric F  is
deg(£) =  F )  =  ^  j u  I A r - ' .
where /  is the curvature of any Hermitian connection on L  com patible with Bl , or 
more generally for a torsion-free coherent sheaf S  on M
d e g ( 5 ) =  /  c , ( 5 ) A F m- 1
JM
is well-defined for the Gauduchon condition since any two first Cliern forms differ by 
a dd  - exact form. If cj =  0 then the degree vanishes.
Denote
H(S) =  d eg(S)/ran k(S).
D e fin itio n . S  is called stable iff
ft(S') <  fi(S)
for any torsion-free subsheaf S ' o f  S .
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O n the other hand there is the notion o f Hermitian-Einstein metric. Let (E ,h ) 
he a liolomorpliic vector bundle over (M , g ), where h is an Hermitian metric in
E ----- ► M  and g is an Hermitian metric on M .  Then the Cliern connection D  of h is
said to  be Hermitian-Einstein with respect to g if and only if
where R(li) is the curvature o f D . We shall also call h an Hermitian-Einstein metric, 
when its Cliern connection is Hermitiau-Einstein. If E  =  T  -  the tangent bundle of 
M , and if g =  h, then (2 .12) reads
with r -  the second Ricci form of g =  /». In the latter case if g  is Kahler, (2 .13) is the 
well-known Kaliler-Einstein condition.
In [41] Lubke proved if an indecomposible bundle E  over a Kahler manifold 
M  adm its an Hermitian-Einstein metric, then it is stable. Later Uhlenbeck and Yau 
[GO] proved the opposite statement. N.Hitcliin suggested that the same relationship 
between stability and Hermitian-Einstein metrics should be also valid in the general 
Hermitian setting. Buchdahl [6] proved the theorem for surfaces and Li and Yau [38] 
generalized the work o f Uhlenbeck - Yau to the.non-Kahler case for all dimensions. 
Nam ely,
T h e  th e o re m  o f  Li an d  Yau.[38] Let M  be a compact Hermitian manifold 
■with a Gauduchon metric , and E  be a holomorphic vector bundle over M . Then E  
is stable if and only if it admits an Hermitian-Einstein metric .
2.4 Stability of the tangent bundle of #„S3 x S 3
«**«('■  >„s«  = ( 2.12)
(2.13)
P r o p o s it io n  2 .1 . There are no non-trivial line bundles on M .  
P r o o f. Consider the exponential exact sequence
0 — ►
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a a n s n b a s  j.>b x .> 8no|  S i i ip n o d s j j j o .»  .u p  j o  jjbîI b  piiB
Since Q  is torsion-free and 0 ( T )  is reflexive, from Lem m a 1.1.16 in [44] it follows that 
S  is normal and being torsion-free, we get that S  is a reflexive rank 1 - sheaf. The 
latter means, equivalently, that S  is a hue bundle. But from the P r o p o s it io n  2 .1  
we conclude that S  is the trivial line bundle. Its non-vanishing section is therefore a 
non-zero section of 0 ( T )  — (-). O n  the other hand, since the canonical bundle K m  is 
trivial, that is,
we have the pairing
from which we obtain
K m  =  A 3T * =  O ,  
T *  <g> A2T *  — ► O
T  =  A 2T *
and
e  2  n 2.
So far, we have a non-zero holomorpliic 2-form. T his contradicts the fact that 
dim H ° ( M , Q 2) =  dim H 2 ° ( M )  =  h2 0 =  0
which follows from the Dolbeault theorem and from  the Hodge diamond. Therefore 
there are no rank 1 - subsheaves o f  0  with torsion-free quotient.
Now suppose E  to be a rank 2 - subslieaf o f  0  and let F  =  0 / F .  W e have the 
exact sequence
0 -----► E -----► 0  -----► F  -----► 0
and also a part of the dual long sequence
0 -----► F m — ► n 1 -----> ....
For an arbitrary coherent sheaf A  its dual .4* is reflexive ([32], Proposition 5 .18 ,p .160) 
anti therefore F* is a rank 1 - reflexiv«* sheaf, i.e . F* is a line bundle. Again from 
P ro p o sitio n  2 .1  F "  has to be tin* trivial lin<* bundle and to have a non-vanishing
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section, which, from the inclusion F ‘ 
form. This is a contradiction since
12‘ , provides a non-zero holomorphic 1-
d iin tf0(A f,1 2 ')  =  dim H l'° (M )  =  h '°  =  0.
Therefore there are no rank 2  - subslieaves o f 0 .
In this way we have proved the stability o f  the holomorphic tangent bundle of
#.,s» x S3 .
C o ro lla ry  2 .1 . There are no holomorphic subbundles o f T .
2.5 Application of Li-Yau’s theorem to # „ S 3 x S 3 
and some direct consequences
As we proved in the previous section, the tangent bundle of M  =  # „ S 3 x  S 3 , n >  103, 
is stable with respect to any Gauduclion metric. Thus the theorem o f Li and Yau 
applied to the tangent bundle implies that for any Gauduchon metric y  there exists 
an Hermitian-Einstein metric /», that is,
=  k .t i ,  (2 .14)
where R(h) is the curvature o f the Chern connection, determined by h. By a confor­
mal change of h, we can always make the function k to be a constant [32].
By definition, up to som e ''immaterial’' constants,
<l<-«(2‘ ) =  JM O(fc) A F 1 =  iraci(h) A F 3
=  Ju  =  ikVo l(K I)
for (2.14). Since c.\(M) =  0  the degree of the tangent bundle must be zero. Hence 
k =  0, and therefore
=  0. (2 .15)
Till this point the Gauduchou condition has been used only to have a definition of 
the degree which makes sense. Any Hermitian metric gx can be written as
9 \ =  <¿>01 (2.16)
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where the smooth function <p >  0  is uniquely determined and g  is the respective 
Gauduchon metric in the conformal class o f  g t [21]. And vice-versa, any Gauduchon 
metric can he obtained from some Hermitiau metric by (2 .16). Hence, inserting (2.16) 
into (2 .15) gives
sr =  0.
Since the tangent bundle is stable with respect to any Gauduchon metric, we see 
from the above equation and from the Li-Yau theorem that any Hermitian metric gt 
determines a unique Hermitian metric h which is Hermitian-Einstein with respect to 
<7i • O f course, li is Hermitiau-Einstein with respect to any Hermitian metric in the 
conformal equivalence class o f gx. This is not a surprise since the Hermitian-Einstein 
condition is not "differential" with respect to  the Gauduchon metric. Later on we 
shall use this freedom to impose on g  different conditions, some o f which will be 
compatible with the Gauduchon condition.
Now let p(h) be the first Ricci tensor of h. From (2 .15) we obtain
=  0. (2.17)
But p(h) is given by (2 .8 ). Therefore from (2 .17) we conclude that
£(lo g d e t(h )) =  0,
where
(2.18)
L  is an elliptic operator such that L(\) =  0. Hence (2.18) and the maximum principle 
o f E.Hopf imply that
det(h) =  c =  constant. (2.19)
The last remark is in fact a tautology since we look for U (3) connection and the first 
Chern class vanishes.
Then from (2 .8) and (2.19) we also get
p(h) =  0. ( 2 .20)
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A s we pointed out in the Introduction, it is an open problem to have a substitute 
of the C'alabi-Yau metric for non-Kahler manifolds. However, if we suppose that the 
Hcrmitian-Einstein metric h and the Gauduclion metric g coincide, this would be one 
possible candidate. Because it seem s to be natural, henceforth we assume g  =  h as 
our basic hypothesis. Then we shall look for some consequences o f the existence of  
such a m etric. The situation is similar to that on the K3 surfaces considered in the 
first chapter where we also had at our disposal two metrics: the Eguclii-Hanson and 
the Euclidean.
T h e hypothesis allows us to rewrite the Hermitian-Einstein condition as
W e postpone the pr<x>f of this lem m a.
Since the metric is Gauduchon 86 =  0 and from (2.23) and (2 .24) for <p =  6 , we 
obtain
Denote by  S eal the scalar curvature o f an arbitrary Gauduchon metric, i.e. the scalar 
curvature o f its Levi-Civita connection. The formula (33) in [20],p.505, gives
Hence and from (2.22) the scalar curvature o f g  must be negative. It can not be 
identically zero since in this case the above formula would imply that M  is Kaliler .
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( 2.21)
Taking the trace in (2.21) we obtain
«  = 0. ( 2 .22 )
From (2 .9 )  and (2.22) we also have
u =  D X6X. (2 .23)
L e m m a  2 .1 . If  <p is a (1 ,0 )  form , then
t>r =  ¿ V  =  +  ^ “V a (2 .24)
i) =  |#|2 >  0.
u =  ^Scal +
P r o o f  o f  L e m m a  2 .1 .  Let i/> be a function. The
<  ¿ V ’ V’ > = <  'fi-.dtl' > = <  <pa,d6tl> >
=  JM gali'Pa-dlii>.g2 mdx.
For (2.19) we shall omit g 2 3dx. W e integrate by parts:
<  ¿V,V> > =  -  JM ga>tdfi<Pa-$ -  f M(0figali)<Pa $
=  -  /  £>nV?o-0  +  /J m  Jm  U z “
=  ~  I  D y<px.$  +  f  T / V a
for T ,%  =  0 which follows from  det(^) =  const.
In the next section we shall need to express 6F  in the terms of the torsion 
1-form  r and the torsion (1 .0 )  form ft. We shall make the calculations here.
L e m m a  2 .2 . The following formulae hold
(6" F ) a =  i0a , (6' F )* =  - i 6&.
P r o o f. Let <t> be a (0 ,1 )  form. Then
< (¿"F)a,<t>& > = < Fa0,dg<t>a >
=  f  igarf*xgP*0itd>a =  * /  gaXda<t>\.
J M J M
Integrate by parts:
< >= = i j  =< >*„>. >
for the same reasons as in the proof of L e m m a  2 .1 . Therefore
(6" F ) a =  i0a
and
( 6'F )ft =  - i 0 * .
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W e also have
t ( X )  =  - S F ( J X )  
r ( J X )  =  6 F ( X ) .
Iudeed, iu local com plex coordinates (2 .6) reads
Ta =  6»„, Tek =  # « .
Then
T„ =  —6F (J d „) =  - i ( 6" F ) n =  - i . i 8a =  8„.
Since iii (2.5) we have already calculated the components o f A , we could obtain these 
formula!' as well as (2 .24 ) without using the condition det(g) =  const in the same 
way as in the Appendix o f [22]. However, the calculation is lengthy and for this we 
chose the above way in order not to increase the volume o f the thesis.
2.6 Some notes on the classification of almost Her- 
mitian manifolds by Gray and Hervella
According to the Gray-Hervella classification [25] there are sixteen classes of almost 
Hennitian manifolds. T hey can be divided iu three groups. The first group contains 
tin1 following neighbouring types : Kahler, Nearly Kühler, Almost Kühler, Quasi- 
Kühler manifolds. If such a manifold M  is Hermitiau, then A / m ust be Kühler . 
Indeed, with the sam e notations as in [25] we have
lk ) If M  is a Nearly Kühler manifold, that is, A / €  W\, then by the Unear 
relations among the invariants which characterize each of the sixteen classes ([25]) it 
follows that
i v F r - ^ w r - i
Here 5  denotes tin* Nijenhuis tensor whose vanishing determines the class of the 
Hermitian manifolds. Hence F  is parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection 
V  ami therefore A / is Kühler.
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2k) If M  is Almost Kahler, that is, M  G W 3, by the sam e relations
l|VF||' =  i||5||3 = 0
and M  is Kahler.
3k) I f  A / is Quasi-Kahler then by the defining condition
V X(F )(Y , Z )  +  V JX(F )(J V , Z )  =  0
([25] ,p .41) and if it is in the class H  =  W 3 0  W A o f Hermitian manifolds.
V X ( F ) ( Y , Z ) - V JX( F ) (J Y ,Z )  =  0  (* )
((25],p.41). The last two equations imply
V * ( F ) ( K ,Z )  =  0,
that is, M  is Kahler .
The second group consists o f almost Hermitiau manifolds which admit a semi- 
Kahlerian metric, i.e. which satisfy f>F =  t — 0. For this group we consider the 
following cases :
Is) B y definition the class W 3 =  S K  fl H  o f all semi-Kahlerian manifolds is 
Hermitian and therefore
w 3 n  H  =  W 3
2s) For the class W’i 0  W 3 0  W 3 =  S K  o f all almost Hermitian semi-Kahl<‘rian 
manifolds the relation
(W *  0  W 3 0  w ,)  n  H  =  S K  n  H  =  w 3
is also obvious.
3s) T h e class Wt 0 W 3 is defined by
V x ( F ) ( X ,  Z )  -  V JX( F ) ( J X , Z )  =  0 
SF =  0.
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(Wx $^)nff = //n {bF = 0} = w3.
4s) The class W 2 0  W 3 is defined by
5 { V x ( F ) ( r ,Z )  -  V JX( F ) (J Y ,Z ) )  =  0
But H  is determined by (*). Thus the above relation is fulfilled for any Hermitian
manifold and therefore
Analogously to 3s) we get
(IV, ©  W 3) n  H  =  W 3.
W e conclude that the intersection with H  o f any manifold in this group is the 
class W 3 o f all Hermitian semi-Kalilerian manifolds.
The third group contains eight classes which are preserved under conformal 
changes o f the metric. In what follows, the paper of Gray and Hervella [25] is again 
our fundamental reference.
lw ) The class W\ ©  W 3 ©  W 4 has the following definition
V x ( F ) ( X ,Z )  -  V j x ( F ) (J X , Z )  =  0,
which is a consequence of (*). Therefore
(W } Q)W3 (& W 4)r\ H  =  H  
2w) W -2 ©  W 3 ©  W 4 is defined by
S {V x (F )( Y , Z ) -  V j x (F ) (J Y , Z )}  =  0.
T his relation follows from (*) and hence
(W 2 ©  W 3 ©  W 4) C\ H  =  H
3w) It is obvious that
W H H  =  H
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4w) W 4 is always complex and therefore
w4nH = w4.
It is a class which contains locally conformally Kahler manifolds and whose defining 
condition is
V x ( F ) ( r ,  Z ) =  ^ L . l ) [g(X , Y ) 6F ( Z )  -  g (X , Z )S F (V )
- g ( X ,  J Y ) 6F ( J Z )  +  g (X , J Z )S F (J Y )].
As we shall see below (L e m m a  2 .4 )  this is equivalent to
Ô F +  =  0.
5w) The defining condition for the class W\ ®  W 2 ®  W 4 is
V x ( F ) ( Y ,Z ) ^ V j x ( F ) ( J Y ,Z )  =  ^ - — \ g (X ,Y )6 F ( Z )
- g ( X ,  Z ) 6F ( Y )  -  g ( X ,  J Y )S F (J Z )  +  g (X , J Z )S F (J Y )].
Hence and from (* )  and 4w) we obtain
(IT, ®  W t ®  Wr) n  H  =  W 4
Gw) O f  course
(W 3 ® W 4) n H  =  H.
7w) and 8w) The intersections o f  W i ®  W 4 am i W 2 ®  W 4 with H  coincide with 
W 4. This can be obtained by the components o f  a tensor /i which is conformally 
invariant ami characterizes the eight manifolds in this group. See L e m m a  2 .3  and 
L e m m a  2 .4  below.
Tin* next proposition summarizes our deductions.
P r o p o sito n  2 .3 . There are fou r classes o f  Hermitian manifolds o f  dimension 
>  3. Namely
where W  is the class of the almost Hermitian manifolds.
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1. K¿filer manifold* : d F  =  0
2. Semi-K¿filer manifold* : 6F  =  0 
S. W< : O F  +  ^ F  A 0 =  0
4- H  - Hermitian manifold*.
W e note that tin* Gray-Hervella classification (as well as the above one) is up to 
some conditions which are imposed on the torsion, that is, on first derivatives o f the 
metric. For instance, a metric is Kalder if and only if its torsion vanishes, a metric is 
semi-Kahler if ami only if a part of the torsion vanishes, namely its trace with respect 
to the metric, which we called in section 2.2 the torsion 1 - form.
The above third group of almost Hermitian manifolds is characterized by a 
tensor /i. which wo shall calculate in a  local complex frame adapted to the complex 
structure, assuming that the considered manifolds are Hermitian.
/< is a tensor field given by
Z ) =  V X(F ) (V , Z )  -  * [g(X , Y ) 6F ( Z )  -  g ( X , Z )S F (V )
- g ( X ,  J Y )S F (J Z )  +  g (X , J Z )S F (J Y )].
W e are going to express /< in the terms o f the torsion. For this purpose we note that
V X( F ) ( Y ,Z )  =  X F ( V ,Z )  — F ( V X ,Z )  -  F ( Y ,V X Z )
=  - X g ( Y ,  J Z )  +  g ( V x ,J Z )  +  g(Y, J V XZ )
=  - X g ( Y ,  J Z )  +  g (D x Y  -  A ( X ,  Y ), J Z )  +  g(Y, J (D X Z  -  A (X , Z ))
for (2 .4 ). Then
V X(F )(Y , Z )  =  —X g (Y , J Z )  +  g (D x Y , J Z )  +  g (Y , J D XZ )
- g ( A ( X ,  Y ) ,  J Z )  -  g (Y , J A (X , Z ))
=  - g ( A ( X ,  Y ), J Z )  -  g (Y , J A (X , Z ))
since by definition the Cheru connection D  preserves both g ami J  (see (2 .3)). Hence, 
ami from the formulae at the end of the previous section we deduce that the tensor
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fi can be expressed in the following form
</(/!(A\ Y ) , Z )  =  —g ( A ( X ,Y ) ,  J Z )  -  g (Y , J A (X , Z ))
-  Y ) r ( J Z ) - g ( X ,  Z )t( J Y ) + ! i ( X .  J Y ) r ( Z ) - g ( X ,  J Z )r (Y )] /(2 (m —l))  (2 .25) 
Now we begin the evaluating o f (2.25) in a local frame.
1. Lft .Y =  8 „ ( =  g fb l.Y  =  8», Z  =  8 , .  Writ.-
/<(-Y, F ) =
From (2 .5) and (2 .25) we get
tla"p =  —g(.Aa9 pd* +  A a°  pd,,,  ~id^)
-g (d p , J (A a% d .  +  A , ,% & ) )
=  igai/Aa* p +  igaaAa" y
=  ig ^ T a% /2  +  iifc ,T % a/ 2  =  ‘ ( ^  +  I * . ) / 2  =  0.
That is,
=  0.
2. If X  =  c)n, Y  =  dp, Z  =  d-,, then it is easy to see that
/* « %  =  0.
3. Put X  =  da, Y  =  dp, Z  =  dy. Analogously to 1. we get
/'«% = o.
4. Now let X  =  da, Y  =  dp, Z  = d y .  Then
g { /i ( X ,Y ) ,Z )  =  gy» /i6,*p =  -ig-,*Aa *p  +  igpaA&a7
+*'[00«0-» — +  9Ha^i — 9ya^fi\/( 2 (m  — 1))
=  —ig-yaT9 ap/ 2 +  igp&T* a -,/2  — i(gp&6^ — g^aB p)/(m  — 1)
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— *’[~ 2Va0 +  Tfrsr,\/2  — i(gfiàOy — g^a00 ) /(m  — 1 )
=  '[T&ty -  t (g/ic,0-y -  g-yn6(i)]■
that is,
* > %  =  ¡ [ I « '  -  ^ 7 1 ( 0 * 9 «  -  *«<*))•
All other components are complex conjugate to the ones just calculated. W e  
have proved
L e m m a  2 .3 . In a local complex frame adapted to the complex structure, the 
only nonvanishing components o f  the tensor fi for  any Hermitian manifold are given
by
=  . [ T « *  -  — L j . ( e * 9M  -  v ' ) ]  =  ¡ ¡7 ^ .  (2 .26)
Now we present the proof which we promised in 4w), 7w) and 8w). Namely. 
L e m m a  2 .4 .  The class W 4 is determined by
OF +  — ! — #  A F  =  0,
m  — 1
which is a conformally invariant condition. Moreover , the following relations hold:
( w x *  w 4) n H  =  w 4,
( W 2 *  H'4 >n  h  =  w 4.
P r o o f. Suppose that M  is in W 4. By the definitions of /i and W 4 this is 
equivalent to
, i ( X ,Y )  =  0
for any smooth vector fields X  ami Y . Hence, it is easy to obtain by L e m m a  2 .3  
that M  €  W 4 if ami oidy if
-  M j )  ( 2.2 7 )
For (2 .10), (2 .27) can be rewritten in the form
OF = ------- ! — «  A F,
m  — 1
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which appeared in P r o p o sit io n  2 .3 . From the two formulae just before (2 .7) we 
obtain easily that the equation (2 .27) is conformally invariant.
Let us now explore the case when M  €  W\ ©  W t. This holds if and only if
H ( X ,X )  =  0  (2.28)
for all smooth vector fields .Y . See [25]. From (2 .26) we get easily that (2 .28) is again 
equivalent to (2 .27 ).
Further, M  €  W j  ©  W 4 if and only if
S g ( » ( X ,Y ) ,Z )  =  0  (2 .29)
for all smooth vector fields X , Y , Z  ([25]). Recall that 5  means symmetrization of 
X ,  Y, Z .  W e shall obtain a different form of the left-hand side o f (2 .29). By (2.25)
Sj7(p(JY, Y ) , Z )  =  - g ( A ( X ,  Y ) ,  J Z )  -  g (A (Y , Z ) ,  J X )  -  g ( A ( Z ,X ), J Y ) 
+ g { J Y , A (X , Z ) )  +  g ( J X , A (Z , Y ) )  +  g (J Z , A (Y ,X ) )
— [ g (X ,Y ) r (J  Z )  +  g(Y , Z )t ( J X )  +  g ( Z ,X )r ( J Y )
—g (X , Z ) t ( J Y )  -  g (Z , Y ) t ( J X )  -  9 ( Y ,X ) t (J Z )
+ g (X ,  J Y ) t ( Z )  +  g(Y, J Z ) t ( X )  +  g (Z , J X ) t (Y )
—g ( X , J Z ) r (Y )  -  g (Z , J Y ) t ( X )  -  g (Y , J X )r (Z ) ] /(2 (m  -  1))
=  g ( A ( Y ,X )  — A ( X ,Y ) ,  J Z )  +  g (A (Z , Y )  — A (Y , Z ) , J X ) + g ( A ( X ,  Z )  — A ( Z ,X ) ,  J Y )  
— [»(-v ,  J Y ) t(Z )  +  g{Y , J Z ) t( X )  +  g (Z . J X )r ( Y ) ] /( m  -  1)
=  S l - g ( T ( X ,  Y ) ,  J Z )  +  F { X ,Y ) r ( Z ) / ( m  -  1)] 
sill re F { X ,Y )  =  - g ( X ,J Y ) aud by (2 .1) and (2 .4) :
T ( .Y , Y )  =  D XY  -  D y X  -  [Y , F]
=  V x Y  +  A ( X ,Y )  -  V r X  — A ( Y ,X )  — [X, Y]
=  T V ( Y ,  Y )  +  A (X , Y )  -  A (Y , X )
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But
du)a =  du>0 =  0.
Therefore / „  — determines a Cecil cocycle in H X(M , R ). Since 6| =  0 , / „  — must 
be exact, that is,
for som e constants rn. Define a global function g  by
/ „  ~  ca =  g\Ua
It is well-defined since f a — c„ =  fp  — c$. Then 
(c -a F)|i7„ =
and
d (e-°F )\ Ua =  d(ec°u;a ) =  eCadu:a =  0.
Hence there is a K  abler metric on M , which is impossible since b2 =  0. Therefore we 
proved the following
L e m m a  2 .5 .  M  is not a locally conformal Kohler manifold.
The next proposition is a straightforward consequence of that in the previous 
section.
P r o p o s it io n  2 .4 . Let M  =  # , ,S 3 X S 3 , n >  103, and 0  be the torsion (1 ,0 )  
form  o f an Hermitian metric g on M , given by 9a — T \ a, where T  is the torsion of 
g. Then there are three possible cases :
(1 ) (M .g) is semi-Kahler :
0  =  0 ;
(2 ) (M .g) has vanishing conformal torsion, that is,
r „ Afl =  -  «„«J)
or equivalently
OF =  - ^ 0  A F .
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(3 ) (M ,g )  i.t a general Hermitian manifold, i.e. with no condition imposed on
the torsion.but not on its derivatives.
The case (3) above permits us to impose conditions on the first derivatives of 
the torsion, that is, on the second derivatives of the metric. In the next section we 
shall consider two such conditions.
W e also note that, despite the strict inclusions between the sixteen classes in 
Gray-Hervella classification [25], one and the same manifold M  could be in different 
classes but with different Hermitian metrics.
W e call the cases (1), (2 ) and (3 ) respectively S, C  and H. From L e m m a  2 .5  
we deduce that C =  W 4 \ {locally conformal Kahler manifolds}.
In the Kahler case there are various topological consequences which the vanish­
ing of the torsion implies. W e used one of them to deduce that M  is not Kahler since 
b2 =  0 . In [42] Michelson proves a necessary and sufficient condition for existence 
o f a balanced metric on a compact complex manifold. Michelson's criterion is o f a 
topological nature. Its applying to # „ S 3 x S 3 gives the following lem m a in which we 
shall use the same notations and terminology of [42], without recalling.
L e m m a  2 .3 .  M  is not balanced if and only if there is a closed current T  € 
£4(M )  such that 1C2.iT  ^  0 is in the positive cone "Pi,?.
P r o o f . Denote by Z'p the closed p-currents. By definition
Z '4 =  H 4 +  d ?s,
where H 4 is the corresponding homology group of currents. A  result of Federer and 
Fleming [16] states that there is an isomorphism
H 4 =  H 4( M ,C ) .
Since b4 =  0 ,
H 4( M ,C )  =  0.
Hence
Z'4 =  d£'h
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au«! also
* 2,2^4 n  V 2.2 =  »3,2d€h n  V 2.2- (2.32)
By the characterization theorem of Michelson [42] M  is balanced if and only if the 
right-hand side of (2.32) is 0 . This completes the proof.
Thus if there is a generic example of a closed current T  €  S4 such that 1r2.iT  ^  0 
is in V 2.2, then \ 1  is not balanced= semi-Kalder.
2.8 Som e condition s on # „ S 3 x S3
We begin a search for different sorts of conditions which can be imposed in order 
to have a rigidity theorem which would suggest the existence of a canonical metric. 
Such a metric could be the Hermitian-Einstein metric, deduced in section 2.5 from 
the stability of the tangent bundle o f # „ S 3 X  S 3. However, we need an additional 
condition, which replaces the Kahler condition. Possible conditions are (1) and (2) in 
the P ro p o sitio n  2 .4 . They involve only first derivatives of the metric. If M  is not 
in both S and C, M  will be a "general” Hermitian manifold without any conditions 
on the first derivatives of the metric. Thus, except the Hermitian-Einstein condition, 
we shall seek some natural conditions in terms of second derivatives.
To begin with, note that the torsion T  is a (2 ,0) vector-valued form, that is, 
T  G A2,0<8>7\ where T  is the holomorphic tangent bundle. Now if T  is holomorphic :
dfiTa" x =  0 , (2 .33)
that is,
= r„"A|a = 0.
However, this cannot happen on M  as the following proposition asserts. 
P ro p o sitio n  2 .5 . The torsion of any Hermitian-Einstein metric on # „ S 3 X S 3 
is not holomorphic..
P r o o f . Suppose that T  is holomorphic. Then from L e m m a  2 .7  below it 
follows that
Ta\|„ =  0 ,
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that is, T  is parallel. (2 .33) means that
T  E H l ’° ( M ,T )  =  H ° ( M , Q 2( T )) =  H ° ( M ,  0  ®  T )
since K\i is trivial and therefore ft2 =  0 .  In this way we see that T  determines a 
m ap
t : T -----► T *.
and also
det(<) : A3T  ► A3T *.
But the canonical bundle K m  =  A3T * is trivial. Hence, if the rank of det(f) is not 
maximal, tin* kernel of t would be a non-trivial holomorpliic subbundle of T  since T  
is parallel and therefore nowhere vanishing. However, according to the C orollary  
2 .1  in the section 2.4, T  does not have any lion-trivial holomorpliic subbundles. 
Therefore det(f) has maximal rank and in this case /  m ust be an isomorphism. This 
m eans that the holouomy group of M  is included in 0 ( 3 ,  C ). Hence, since M  is an 
Hermitian manifold , it is the maximal com pact subgroup of S U (3) fl 0 ( 3 ,  C ). Thus, 
the liolonomy group is reduced to 5 0 ( 3 )  and the tangent bundle has the following 
decomposition :
T  =  E  ® C  =  E(g)iE,
where E  is a real rank 3 - bundle. By the defining properties of the Chern classes
Ci(E  <8> C )  =  0
if i - odd. This is a  contradiction since the Euler characteristic of M  is — 2(n — 1) <  
—204 <  0 and therefore c3(T )  =  c3(E  0  C )  0. Conclusion:
dpTc'x =  0
cannot happen.
W e would like to note that the above proof holds for n >  2, but not for n =  1 if 
there is actually a complex structure with trivial canonical class on 5 3 X 5 3. However,
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if A / is not balanced, we have a short proof. Namely, if the torsion is holomorpliic, 
then by a contraction we can obtain that the torsion (1 ,0) form 6 is also holomorphic
and therefore it must be zero since h 1-0 =  0. Hence, M  is balanced. This proof covers 
also the case n =  1 .
L e m m a  2 .7 . If  the torsion of an Hermitian-Einstein metric on M  is holo- 
rnorphic, then it is parallel.
P r o o f. Let
/  =  E r / * f / v
From (2.33)
L ( f )  =  £ / / * / «  =  +  T - ' aV jmJ h
=  +  Taa^ t a\\o)-
But
Ta"\\^ — Ta\ ^  =  ^ 2  Tlt'TxR nliLn
0
+  2^ Taa(iRxfa*, -  5 ^  TaHiRa*
0 0
Let ft =  v  =  7  and sum:
Ta \\itft ~  Ta =  ^2,(^0  \Rn0tt(i
0,0
+ T a" aR X l -  Ta$xR 0aI#) =  0
since g  is Hermitian-Einstein. Therefore
Ta* \\nii =  Ta* X =  ((Tr,'*)uj)|i* =  0
and
L ( f )  =  Y , T a\ | ^ „ % > ° -  (2-34)
By the m aximum principle of E .H opf (or by the Bochner lemma) it follows that 
L ( f )  =  0.
Ta"\\» =  0.
Therefore from (2.34)
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Ill fart,
d > T „\  =  0
if and only if
= o.
For complex surfaces the Gauduchon condition is
d d F  =  0. (2.35)
Since we have not essentially used the Gauduchon condition, (2 .35) seem s to be a 
nice substitute in higher dimensions. From (2 .10) and (2.35) we obtain
S T  =  0 , (2 .36)
the (2 ,1) torsion T  is holomorphic and therefore it determines a class in t f j - ’ ( M ) .  In 
local coordinates (2.36) has the form
V .  =  dyT„M . (2 .37)
On the other hand
=  g °‘ d„8„  =
=  g ^ O ^ . T ^  +
=  ~ g a*g ii&T
=  - j " V sr / i T » „  +  9 " V i i>iTw . + 9 - V sr J% r i , <>
=  -£ > "# „  +  » " V W ,  -  r / s )T » „
=  - D " 0 „  +  T M "T M a.
In fourth equality we used (2 .37). Hence
2 D a6a =  |T|2. (2.38)
2|0|2 +  2 6'6  =  |T|2. (2 .39)
(2.24) and (2.38) imply
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Iiit«‘grate (2 .39):
2||«llt, =  F U ,,. (2.40)
Therefore among all metrics which satisfy (2.35) or (2 .36) none is balanced. Otherwise 
(2 .40) will give T  — 0 ,which is impossible on # „ S 3 X S 3 as we have seen several times. 
Also there are no metrics in C for which (2.35) holds. Indeed, if a m etric is in C , it 
is easy to see that ||6||t3 = ||T||/,3, which together with (2 .40) implies T  = 6 = 0.
W e note also that (2 .35) means the invariant K\ =  0([24]).
2.9 D eform ation s o f  th e  H erm itian -E in ste in  
m etric
Suppose that g  is an Hermitiau-Einstein metric with zero Einstein factor on a com­
pact Hermitiau manifold with trivial canonical bundle. For instance, g  could be the 
Hermitian-Einstein metric on M , which we deduced in section 2.5. In  this section we 
shall obtain the corresponding Liclinerowicz equation for the deform ations of g keep­
ing the complex structure and the volume fixed. Further, following [36],we shall get 
that if g  is in the class C , then there are no non-zero essential Hermitian deformations 
o f g.
Let gt be a 1-parameter family o f Hermitian-Einstein metrics o n  M  and
9■
be the infinitesimal deformation induced by gt. W e normalize the volum e :
V o l(M )  =  /  det(g,)dz' A ... A d z 3 =  1. 
Jm
(2 .41)
Differentiate (2 .41 ) :
Therefore
(2.42)
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Differentiating the Hermitiau-Einstein condition (2.21), we obtain
=  0.
W e have
Since T ’s are the components of the Cliern connection
0  r  »gpi»., = 9« r A»„.
Differentiate the above equation:
+  9 « ^  [f .o lY V .
and therefore
i\ i-o T x >.  =  DxK,’  =  9 'w£)a/i „„.at
It follows that
=  ¿ ' ’ D '.D J >„» =  D ^ D y h J .
Therefore tin* deformations satisfy the Lichn«*rowicz equation
D >D\hnli =
Take the trace in (2.43) :
D xD x(trgh) =  0
for (2 .20). By the m aximum principle o f  E.Hopf
Inserting this in (2 .42) gives
trgh =  c =  count.
trgh =  0.
(2 .43)
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Therefore the infinitesimal deformations of the metric satisfy
{A Lh =  0trgh =  0 , (2.44)
where
( A Lh)ai =  —D xD\liaß +
is the corresponding Lichnerowicz laplaciau.
The space H E T I D  o f all trivial infinitesimal Hermitiau-Einstein deformations 
o f g consists o f  deformations o f the form L x g  ~  6 “X ,  where Lx  is the Lie derivative 
( [3G]). The space H E  E I D  of the essential Hermitiau-Einstein deformations of g  is 
the orthogonal space to H E T I D  with respect to  the global product determined by 
g. We shall calculate H E E I D .
By definition
( L x g M  Z )  =  X g (Y , Z )  -  g (L x Y, Z)
or in local coordinates
(Lxg)\fi =  X ’ - ^ g x ß  +  </„„
O X "  
dzx '
Thus
0 = <  K i A L x g U  > =  Ju  K g g ^ g ^ L x g ) ^
=  J j - O xh „ f g ° V ‘>g.ßX ’  -  K ßO yg^ .g^g^X "  
- K , d xgyf.X " -  K ig°*gkS0xg .t .X ’  +
-  +  r x’ . k . ^ X -  +  X "  +  TSl h . u t tX ’ }
=  +  e > h '.s  +  T ^ h ^ X - .
Therefore
~  e ° *»<,/} -  T jf * h ot (2.45)
(2.44) and (2 .45) determine H E E I D .
In order to investigate the Hermitian deformations we need a commutation
formula of Weitzenbock type. We have
DaDahay =  gai‘ Dii[Diihai\
=  gafi[dit(D 0h ^ ) - r il% D liha&]
=  gai‘ [diid9ha^  -  -  r aradfihr^
+ d ar  fi% h a,  -  +  r fi% r arahT,}
=  g ^ i d ^ o ^  -  r fi% h n* )  -  r ^ j O p h n  -  iy % /» r*)
— RaT fifthr*, +  Ry*rfhct)
=  DnDahay -  R S  0[tgafiK y  +  Ry*fi0gafiha,
=  D 0D ahay +  { I T T ^  0 )hay  +  ( R ^ 9a -  D nT *ya)ha*.
since by Biauclii's identity and (2.21)
9 aiiR t i Qf. - 9 nilR * i i f i  =  - ( ¿ W  
—9a>‘R*>tr 1 =  D nTna a
and also since
uli ~  9  R- i^'fii) =  9  RinOv 
=  g'^iRfiivu — 'DfiTmj],
that is,
=  Rt**r* p  ~  D  ' T "  y/i-
Therefore
—Da(D„hii*, — D0hay) =  —DnDah0y +  +  DuD01 h,,-,
+  (D aTa°  0 ) K y  -  ( Z>nr , fl)fcn». (2 .46)
Now suppose that the Hermitian-Einstein metric is in C . W e are going to 
rephrase (2 .46) for this particular case. Recall that by definition g  € C  if and only if
T « „  =  -  «„«3 ). (2 .47)
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Then
DaTa%  =  - K D - 6 ,  -  6°aD” 9a)
by (2.47) and therefor«*
(DaT„a a)h„^ =  - (D a0p)ht,*l — -vhfa
D"T%t =  \ t ’rre„ - 1  » „ (ire ').
( I T T % „ ) h ,t  =  i (  O ' -  i g „ ( D ’ S , ) K f
Subtract (2.49) from (2.48):
{D "T „'„ )h „  -  ( IT T % „)K r =  - i . . / . «  +  i a n (D ’ <i')h,r. 
Hence and from (2.46) we see that if g is in C, tin* following formula holds: 
— D n(D ahp*i — D^h ,,-,) =  A  ¡Jim +  D (iD a ha-,
-
Differ«*ntiate (2.47) with resp«*«-t t o  t :
D„hn  -  D „ h „  =  i ( iV f c M )« «  -
(2.48)
(2.49)
(2.50)
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Denote
•Pa =  D *h aft.
From above
D a h fr  -  Dffhcry =  -V>09a*i ~  -^Pa9pi (2.51)
Then (2.51) and (2 .52) give
- ^ D a(<f0gai  -  <pagpi) =  A Lh ^  +
+  ) 9 t » K .-  (2.52)
Since D  is the Chern connection, g is parallel with respect to D . Hence, (2 .52) can 
be rewritten as
+  - ( D " y a ) ^  =  A  Lh &  +  Dfiip*,
- \ v h n + i { D aS t ) g „ h a, .  (2 .53)
Multiply (2 .53) by and integrate
— i  <  DyVPihfa  > = <  A Lhp*i,hfa >  +  <  D(i<p*iyhfa >  —-  J^  |0|2|/t|2, (2.54)
since trgh =  g ^ h ^  =  g ^ h ^  =  0  and we have chosen g  to be a Gauduchon metric.(As 
we mentioned in section 2 .6 , the class W 4 is conformally invariant and therefore C is 
also a conformally invariant class and there is a  unique Gauduchon metric in it.) 
Integrate (2 .54) by parts :
— — <  < P f >  + -  <  g>0, D xhxfi > = <  A Lh ^ ,  hfa >
+  <  ^ , „ 0 * * «  >  -  <  >  — i / j * l Jl*la,
or
| < •Ph'Pa >  + \ j M  l l^3lfcl2 =< & L h i h > + < V n & l h e  >  + \  < P » ^ Xh\d >  •
(2.55)
Now suppose that li is an essential deformation, that is, Sh =  0. T h e latter is 
equivalent to (2 .45). Since g  e C  (see (2.47)):
T r < > -  =  i » '1 *»  t ’t K ,  -  \ g 'k #3
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because t r gh  =  0. Therefore h  is essential if and only if
=  D aha
3 (2.56)
Take complex conjugate o f  (2 .56):
<P0 = (2.57)
Now by (2 .55), (2 .5 6 ) and (2 .57) we obtain
IIMI1 + \JMIW  =< ¿A* > +||MP +
that is,
i i M ’  +  i / j W  = <  A Lh , h > . (2.58)
But h is a deformation o f an Hermitian-Einstein metric , i.e.
A  Lh =  0.
(See (2 .45)). Since f? ^  0 , (2 .45 ) and (2 .59) imply that 
h = 0.
In this way we have obtained the following
P r o p o sit io n  2 .6 . I f  g is both an Hermitian-Einstein metric with Einstein fac­
tor 0 and in the class C , then there are no non-zero essential Hermitian deformations
o f 9 -
2.10 Deformations of the complex structure
Let introduce som e notations taken from [36]. As in section 2.9 we shall follow again 
the exposition o f Koiso.
C I D  =  {  complex infinitesimal deformations }
C T I D ( J )  =  { trivial C I D  } =  { L x J }
C E I D ( g ,  J) =  { essential C I D  }_L C T I D ( J ) .
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Let J, lx* a family of complex structures and N t be the corresponding Nijenliuis
tensor. Denote
Differentiating
i  =  j„ =  j
J j =  —id, and N t — 0
we obtain as in [36], lem m a 6 .4, that J /  +  I J  =  0  and
0 = 0  (2.59)
-  d0F a =  0. (2.60)
(2 .59) and (2.60) determine the space C I D .  In terms of the metric g, (2 .61) can be 
rewritten as
D ar 0 -  D ar a +  r / / ,  =  o.
In fact, we are more interested in the space C E I D .  The obvious orthogonal 
decomposition holds:
C I D ( J )  =  C E I D (  J ) ®  C T I D (  J ).
N ow  we calculate C E I D .
o =< >=
=  2. I /„ . ( D j .V " ) . , " *  =  2i /Jm Jm
W e integrate by parts :
0 =  - J u OxI^ .g °y.X "  -  J "  l ^ W f ' - X .  
-  f "  v - Y - 0 ,9 " 1 -  j H
- - J j i r u - T i ^ ] . x -
since
»a»"1 -  -Ca»"s + rx V '
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= + r/ i»“'  -  rxfc\
Therefore
d ° i ^  =  © a/ ^ .
L e m m a  2 .8 . C E I D  3  H ' ( M , 0 ) .
P r o o f. Let I  €  C I D ,  
Define
, ( l )  =  I\dz' A d i ‘  A dr3
=  ¡ ' adz>‘ A «fr3 A rfS1 -  A </z' A dz3 +  i ' f d z “  A d :1 A d
Therefore > ( /)  6  A 1 ' .  Then hy (2 .61)
0 ,(1 )  =  0 , 1 ' adz' A d z"  A <fz3 A rfr3 — ...
=  Oal ' ,d z 3 A rfr9 A dz1 A <fz3 -  ... =  - 0 , ( 1 ) .
Thus d i(I) =  0 and
« ( /)  e  K a =* HJ* =
Hence
provides
/  — » i ( I )
C I D  —
W h a t is Ker i ? i ( / )  =  (0] if and only if i( I )  =  ¿V  for y? €  A0-2. Write
<p =  V?l2i/S1 A dz2 4- A dz3 +  <fiadS2 A dz3.
Define î/ by
/*,) =  c)fly>23 =  #0»/'
I 2 a =  d0ipi3 =  Ofitia
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1*0 =  dfftpii =  ¿ V A
that is,
P o  =  O r f .
Since dime A / =  3 , 17 is uniquely determined. Set
Then
= -2  .(D„.V)/2
= W . W 'V )  -  '(.a,»"’ +
Tlierfore
sII
that is,
Ker i 3 C T I D .
So / gives an injection
C E I D  — *
Let V €  t f ' ( A / , 0 )  =  H q 2( M ) .  Therefore ¿ty =  0  and
do^om  — dotl>*<i*i-
Let fi be such that /i ^  <v /  7  ^  fi a »d  { / * , « ,7 }  =  {1 ,2 ,3 } .  Then define
But
/ %  -  « « , .
Oyl“ „  -  0„I* y  =  0»« ’/ « ,  -  0» « ’» «  =  0.
Therefore I  e  C I D  and we have surjection.
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2.11 On the deformations of both the Hermitian 
metric and the complex structure
Let
C E I D  =  C E I D s  ®  C E I D a
be the decomposition o f C E I D  into symmetric and anti-symmetric parts. W e are 
going to prove that if we vary both the Hermitian metric and the complex structure, 
then any compact Hermitiau uou-Kahlerian manifold with h2,0 =  0  admits no non­
zero anti-symmetric deformations o f the complex structure.
P ro p o sitio n  2 .7 .  C E I D a =  0.
P r o o f . Let
a =  gt( T ,( X ,Y ) ,J tZ ) .
Differentiate a :
a =  h (T ( X , Y ) , J Z )  +  g ( T °(X , Y ) ,  J Z )  +  g ( T ( X ,Y ) ,  I Z ) .  
On the other hand a =  b, where
b =  g ,(D ‘x Y  -  D ‘Y X  -  [X , Y ] , J ,Z)
=  g,(D 'x Y , J ,Z )  +  gt(JtD y X ,  Z )  -  gt([X , Y ], JtZ )
=  X g ,(Y , J ,Z ) ~  g ,(Y , J,D'X Z )  +  Y g ,(Z , J ,X )
-g ,(D 'y  Z , J ,X ) -  g ,([X , K ], J%Z ).
Now we differentiate b :
b =  X h (Y , J Z )  +  X g (Y , I Z )  -  h (Y , JD'X Z )  -  g (Y , JD°X Z )
- g (Y , I D XZ )  +  Y h ( Z , J X )  +  Y g (Z , I X )  -  h (D YZ , J X )
-g (D °y Z , J X )  -  g (D Y Z , I X )  -  h ([X , Y ] , J Z )  -  g ([X , Y ) , I Z ) .
But a =  b since a =  b. Therefore in a local complex frame adapted to  the complex 
structure we have
«*<»/** =  - i h ^ T a0fi — ig„j,Tna()
G3
an<l
b„ftï — —idah f +  idffhorÿ.
In this way from ¿ „ ^  =  6a^  we get l^at
dahti^ — dphaÿ =  K i T a%  +  9o*,Ta &
9<r*fTaag — D ah(}y — Dffha^.
Further
<IF(X,Y,Z) =  i (XF(Y,Z) + YF(Z.X) + ZF(X,Y) 
- F([X,Y],Z) -  F([K, Z\,X)— F([Z,X],Y)\.
By definition
T ( X ,Y )  =  D X Y  -  D y X  -  [X ,Y ).
Since the Chern connection D  is metric (see (2 .3))
D g  =  0
or equivalently,
X g ( Y  Z )  =  g (D x Y , Z )  +  g (Y , D x Z ).
Substitute Z  —* J Z :
X F ( Y ,  Z )  =  F ( D X Y ,Z )  +  F ( Y ,D X Z ),
since D  preserves the complex structure (see (2 .3)) and
F ( X ,Y )  =  —g ( X ,J Y ) .
Therefore
2 < IF (X ,Y ,Z )  =  F (D x Y , Z )  +  F ( Y ,D XZ )  +  F ( D y Z .X )  
+ F ) Z .  D y X )  +  F{ D z X .  Y ) + F ) X , D ZY )
- F ( [ X , Y ] . Z )  ~  F(\Y, Z \ ,X )  -  F ( [ Z ,X ] ,Y )
(2 .61)
(2 .62)
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=  F ( D x Y - D y X - [ X , Y ] , Z ) + F { D z X - D x Z - [ Z . X ) , Y ) + F ( D v Z - D z Y - { Y , Z ] , X ) 
=  F ( T ( X , Y ) , Z ) +  F ( T ( Z ,X ) ,Y )  +  F ( T ( Y ,Z ) ,  X )
because
Therefore
F ( U ,V )  =  —F (V ,U ).
d F ( X ,Y ,  Z )  -  i [ F ( T ( X ,Y ) ,  Z )  +  F ( T « Z ,X ) , Y ) +  F (T (Y , Z ) , X )] . (2 -63)
Denote
*  =  * ' • - » *
Then differentiate (2 .63):
2d<t>(X, Y, Z )  =  <j>(T(X,Y), Z )  +  F ( t ( X , Y ), Z )  +  <t>(T(Y, Z ) ,X )
+ F m Y , Z ) , X )  +  < H T (Z ,X ) ,Y )  +  F { t ( .Z ,X ) ,Y ) .
Let
IINa?IIII5-*
Then
d<l>aliy =  [<f>0*,Taap +  igoyTa°p\/2 
=  lih ^ T a%  +  i(D ahpy -  Dphay )) /2  
=  i(D ahpy -  Dphay +  Ta% h ^ ) /2 .  (2 .64 )
In (2 .64 ) we nised (2 .61) and
<t>,T7 =  ih<r*n
which can bf' obtained in the following way. First we differentiate Ft( X ,  Y )  =
—gt( X ,  J tY ). Then, taking X  =  d„ and Y  =  dp we get
— I**/
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Hence, the desired relation is a consequence from the fact that I„^ =  0, or equivalently 
I a 0 =  0, see (2 .59). If we differentiate (2 .62), we shall obtain
Put again
Then
2d<t>(X, Y, Z )  =  X<H Y, Z )  +  Y<t>(Z, X )  +  Z<t>(X, Y )
-< H [X , Y ), Z )  -  <H[Y, Z ) ,X )  -  <t>{[Z, X ), Y ).
X  =  dn, Y  =  d0 , Z  =  f y .
d<t>nßi =  \da <t>ßi +  dß<t>i a  +  j] / 2
=  i(D ahp*i — D ßh a^ +  Taaf)ht,^ ) /2  — —d y(Iaß — Ißa)- (2.65)
Above we used
4>aß =  —ihaß — Ia a,
which can be obtained by differentiating F i ( X ,Y )  =  —gt( X ,  JtY). Then we differen­
tiate
gl( X , Y ) = g , ( J , X , J lY ) .
The result gives
2 ihaß +  laß +  Iß a  — 0 .
(See (2 .68) below). Thus
<J>ali =  ~ 2 ^ ali ~  ^ßa '^ 
Comparing (2 .65) and (2 .6 6 ) we obtain
d i ( I aß — Ißa)  =  0 . (2.66)
This is not interesting if I  G C E I D s ■ But if /  G C E I D a , then from (2 .6 7 ) it follows 
that
tylafi =  0,
that is Q l =  0. Therefore /  is a  holomorphic 2-form and hence it must be zero since 
J f° (M ,i l2) =  H q ° ( M )  =  0. This comletes the proof.
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From this proposition we see that
/ r ' ( A f , 0 )  =  C E I D  =  C E I D s ,
i.e.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 . Infinitesimally the space o f essential sym m etric deformations 
of the complex structure coincides with H X(M ,  0 ) .
W e would like also to mention the following.
The metric gt is a Hermitiau metric with respect to the com plex structure ./*, 
i.e.
g ,( X ,Y )  =  g ,(J ,X ,J ,Y ) .
Differentiate :
h ( X ,Y )  =  h ( J X ,J Y )  +  g ( I X ,J Y )  +  g ( J X ,I Y ) .  (2.67)
From the obvious identity
h (X , Y)  =  i(A (.V . Y )  +  h (J X , J Y )) +  V )  -  H -> X , J Y )),
we get that
l,H - h A =  h (J X , J Y ) ,  
hH +  hA =  h (J X ,J Y )  +  K ( X , Y )  =  h ( X ,Y ),
hH( X , Y ) =  ± ( h ( X ,Y )  +  h (J X ,J Y ) ) ,
K ( X ,  Y )  =  g ( I X,  J Y )  +  i / ( J .Y , /r ) .  
/ /  =  A /2
f t "  = h ( J X ,J Y )  +  K ( X , Y ) /2 .
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hA is tin* anti-Hennitian part of h since
K ( J X ,  J Y )  =  g ( I  J X , J iY )  +  g (J 2X ,I J Y )
=  - g ( J I X , J 2Y ) -  g (J 2X , J I Y )
=  - g ( I X , J Y ) - g ( J X , I Y )  =  - K ( X , Y ),
since ^ is a Henuitiau metric and
J I  +  JJ  =  0,
which is obtained by differentiating J f — —id. hH is the Herinitian part of h since 
A " (  J X . J Y )  =  h (J ‘ X ,  J ‘ Y )  +  i K ( J X ,  J Y )
=  h ( X , Y ) - ^ K ( X . Y )
=  h ( J X .J Y )  +  K { X , Y )  -  ± K { X , Y )  =  h " ( X , Y ) .
From (2 .67 ) we obtain
21l„ß =  ¡( la ß  +  Ißa)-
Hence and by P r o p o s it io n  2 .7  we get
h aß =  i l aß
Therefore
=  iL t*
h U  =  0
and
C  =  - i . „ s +  ¡ /„ a  =  0,
P r o p o s it io n  2 .8  If  g has vanishing conformal torsion and if it is an Hermitian- 
Einstein metric on M  = # „ S 3 x  S 3 , then the space e (M )  of all such Hermitian- 
Einstein metrics on M  should have (real) dimension
d im e(M ) <  2(n -  1).
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P roof. We have the decomposition
e (M ) =  H E E I D h e  H E E I D a
into Hermitian and anti-Hermitian parts. P ro p o sitio n  2 .6  states that H E E I D h =  
0. T h e relation Ia0 =  -»&«*/» implies that H E E I D a is included in C E I D s . Hence 
and from C o r o lla r y  2 .2  it follows that
d iin e (M ) =  <Vim H E E I D a <  dim C E I D s  =  2/i2’1
But h2,1 = n  — l  as we saw in the Introduction to this chapter. Therefore we obtain 
the desired estimate.
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